TTSAC 2012 – Update on 2011 actions.

ACTION 1: TS statistics team to investigate seasonal trends for SHS travel to school data. 
Data not representative over year, however… No significant differences by month and no peaks / troughs for walking / cycling. Question is asked of adult – how does child usually travel to school.

ACTION 2: MP to circulate a link to the draft paper on under-reporting of road casualties to TTSAC members. Done as part of minutes [Secretaries note: Paper can be found at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Transport-Travel/scotstat/LGRASpaper1]

ACTION 3: members to consider the content and layout of the current webpages and send any comments or ideas for improvements to the Transport Statistics team. New site launched in October. Any further feedback gratefully received.

ACTION 4: Transport Statistics to consider whether it is possible to provide links from the publication to the Excel tables. 
Not possible to link to specific excel tables with current software. May be possible after upgrade (when it happens). Would be possible to add link to Excel file but not worksheet. Would this be of use? Alternative is Html version of publication has tables in it that can be copied.

ACTION 5: Transport Statistics to consider what cycling (trend) information could be added to the website. 
There is more we can add but await outcome of MVA work… And looking at topic based stuff in HLSS.

ACTION 6: Transport Statistics to check current links and add any which are missing. 
We’ve added some additional links – if there is anything else that you feel should be on there?

ACTION 7: Transport Statistics to consider how to expand relevant tables in the Web spreadsheets. 
Done for STS and will continue for this years publications. If anyone spots a missing time series let us know. Has anyone used?

ACTION 8: Transport Statistics to circulate link to SHS consultation. Done as part of minutes [Secretaries note: Link can be found at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Transport-Travel/SHS-Review-Transport]

ACTION 9: Transport Statistics to circulate link to NTS consultation. Done as part of minutes [Secretaries note: The correct link is http://www.dft.gov.uk/consultations/DfT-2011-16/]